Milwaukee DUI Defense Attorney Amongst Best of the
Best
TIm Marose January 10, 2013
Milwaukee DUI defense lawyer receives the prestigious recognition as one
of Milwaukee’s Lifestyle Magazine's best DUI / DWI attorneys for 2012.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Milwaukee DUI Defense Attorney

(Newswire.net -- 10, January, 2013) Milwaukee, WI -- Nathan Dineen Amongst

Highest Rated DUI Defense Lawyers. Milwaukee’s Lifestyle Magazine rated Nathan J. Dineen as one of their highest
rated DUI/DWI defense attorneys for 2012. Chosen alongside just two other lawyers for this prestigious honor, Mr.
Dineen is definitely making a statement in the realm of DUI and DWI cases.
The methodology used to create these rankings of top attorneys was created by Avvo, a Seattle-based company that
rates and profiles dental, legal and medical professionals. Avvo’s proprietary algorithm rates all attorneys on a 10point scale that factors in peer endorsements, experience, education, training, speaking, publishing and awards.
These ratings are continually updated based on what is happening in the industry and thus Avvo takes pride in always
remaining up-to-date and relevant.
As a member of the exclusive list of Milwaukee’s highest rating attorneys, Nathan J. Dineen had to rank in the top 2
to 5 percent in his category of DUI and DWI cases. Mr. Dineen is also a certified Field Sobriety Test Instructor and a
Certified Drug Recognition Expert, which aid him in succeeding with his DUI and DWI cases. In addition, Nathan J.
Dineen is a member of the National College of DUI Defense, the National Association of Criminal Defense Attorneys,
and the Wisconsin Association of Criminal Defense Attorneys, among several other legal groups.
Milwaukee DUI Defense Attorney Nathan J. Dineen is a partner at at Vanden Heuvel & Dineen, S.C., which has
offices in Germantown, West Bend, Appleton, and Sister Bay, Wisconsin. Nathan J. Dineen solely focuses on drunk
driving defense, so he protects the rights of his clients that have been charged with driving under the influence or
operating a vehicle while intoxicated.
Nathan J. Dineen provides a free Milwaukee DUI Defense Consultation and Evaluation as well as giving clients 24/7
access to office appointments.
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